Subject: Infrared Window Placement in my Switchgear and MCCs
Dear OEM Design Engineer
Thank you for the recent electrical distribution and control equipment received at my
plant. It was delivered on time and, according to my purchasing manager, on budget.
The installation went smoothly – your installation manual was very detailed and
full of helpful tips to make sure our contractor avoided many common pitfalls. The
team you sent out from your service group was great – very knowledgeable and the
commissioning went off without any major issues.
However, I feel I must give you some constructive criticism in one area that could use
improvement. The location, size and implementation of the Infrared Viewing windows
you provided left something to be desired. First, let’s talk about location.
As a thermographer, I can only scan what I can see and what I want to see are any
points of conductor transition since these are the things where problems can develop
over time due to thermal cycling causing connections to loosen and become high
resistance. This includes the following in the power circuit: cable landings into
fuseholders, breakers, contactors and terminal blocks; fuses in fuseholders; crimped
cable lugs; and bolted busbar splices and lug to busbar connections. I am less
concerned with control power wiring which should be pull tested during a scheduled
shutdown periodically just to make sure it has not loosened up over time. The sole
purpose of the IR windows is so that I can see these things without having to put
on PPE and open the door or remove an access panel. This keeps my maintenance
people safe and in compliance with the latest rules embedded in NFPA 70E and CSA
Z462 (not to mention my company’s internal safe work practice rules) and it lets me
do the scans quickly and efficiently. Note that my Arc Flash study tells me that I will
need at least 32 cal/cm2 rated PPE in order to work on this equipment energized.
Neither me nor my electricians are fond of working in 40cal gear.
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Figure 1 – MCC Standard Starter Bucket
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Which brings me to the second issue – size of the windows provided. There are
basically two criteria that drive the size needed for an IR window. First criteria is to
understand the targets of interest and then minimum window dimensions can be
calculated if you know the width, height and depth from door/panel of the targets. IR
Window manufacturers have tools to help you do the calculation and it may be useful
to break up the targets into small groups to calculate multiple windows required. The
second criteria is the diameter of the lens on the IR camera you will be using. Unlike
digital cameras which have a very small lens diameter, IR camera lenses are quite
large as they are really more of a “detector” than a lens. The detector has to be big
enough to allow sufficient Infrared energy to enter the camera body and be collected
and transformed into a thermogram. The lens on my camera is just over 1” diameter
but the lens body, which has to fit inside the IR window, is over 2 5/8”. The window
you gave me just barely works with my IR camera and makes it very difficult for me
to angle the camera through the window to see components on the periphery and
would result in significant measurement errors as well. A smaller IR window would
be completely impossible to use so thank you for not providing a 2” window as I have
seen on some other equipment.
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Below in Figure 1 is an example of what you gave me on the last MCC shipment we
received. The targets of interest that I want to be able to IR scan regularly are circled
in green in the left-hand image in Figure 1. There are more than twenty (20) potential
points of failure in the power circuit that I want to be able to perform IR imaging on at
least twice per year. The IR window you provided was a single unit approximately 2
¾” diameter in the lower left-hand corner of the door that would, theoretically, let me
see two of three connections (bottom of contactor) of the 20 that concern me – refer
to the red circle in the left-hand image of Figure 1. I say theoretically because behind
this window and in front of the contactor is a lexan (clear plastic) touch-proof barrier
shown by the yellow square in Figure 1. Infrared energy will NOT transmit through
most plastic materials including this lexan and so this barrier, put there with the best
of intentions, has rendered the IR window completely useless.

Figure 2 – Examples of Custom Panels with Embedded IR Windows and Latching
Covers
We implemented these on some other equipment we purchased by working with
IRISS Inc. (www.iriss.com) directly who assisted us in designing these UL Listed
replacement panels. However, it would be really nice if I could buy equipment from
you directly with these already designed in. You may want to reach out to the IRISS
folks and get them to help you do this.
Just for reference, here is another MCC section – this time with a Variable Speed
Drive, where the IR window you provided simply does not do what we need. See
Figure 3 below where the red circle shows what the IR window you provided lets me
see. The green circles show the target connections I need to inspect, in this case
on a quarterly basis, since this drive is critical to my production line. To implement
the windows where I need them (blue outlines), it would be necessary to relocate
the ventilation fan (red X) to the left a bit on the enclosure door but this should be a
simple design change. Again, much easier to implement this at your factory than in
retrofit although IRISS assures me they could help do that too.
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In the future, I would like to see multiple IR window inspection points on the
equipment that let me “see” all the pertinent connection points. IR window locations
per the blue markups on the right-hand image of Figure 1 show where the IR windows
would ideally be located with shaded areas indicating the viewing areas. This can be
accomplished with multiple cut-in windows or via a door design with the IR windows
with latching covers embedded directly into the door. Figure 2 below shows two
examples of a panel design with the IR window embedded.

To summarize, the next time you see a specification requirement for IR windows,
please don’t just add the smallest window you can find and check the box that you
have met the spec. I understand the cost pressure you are under and why this is
probably the default behavior. For my part, I will make sure my specifications tell
you exactly what the targets are that I want to be able to inspect. And let’s have a
conversation about how to best implement this in your design. Trust me, I am willing
to pay a little extra for this functionality. Without it, my Condition Based Maintenance
program simply does not work and I am putting my personnel at risk doing energized
open panel work. I’ve done the math and the labor savings of doing my inspections
closed panel pay for the IR window implementation within a couple of inspection
cycles. Frankly, the new safety rules, both internal and external, just won’t let me do
this the old way anymore. So, let’s come up with some better solutions together.
Thanks for listening.
Your Customer
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Figure 3 – MCC Bucket with VFD

